Broadwalk Shopping Centre, Bristol.
Broadwalk Shopping Centre in Bristol is a long established shopping destination based
on the south side of the city and is a centre for the local community also staging events.
Signs Now have been supplying all types of signs to Broadwalk for the last 13 years, and
during that time we have developed a close working relationship based upon trust,
efficiency and the supply of good quality signs. We have undertaken signs not only for
the centre itself but for several of the actual shops within.

Each sign enquiry is usually dealt with by face to face meetings surveying their potential
requirements. We then discuss the best and most effective ways of producing the signs
which are then installed by in-house fitters.
Being a shopping centre all signs not only need to be visually appealing, clear and
informative, but particular attention needs to be paid to making the signs durable and
robust using things like anti-graffiti coatings where required.

Over the years, we have produced a whole multitude of signs including simple vinyl
graphics, directional signs, health and safety signs, banners, aluminium and acrylic wall
signs, large bespoke freestanding and projecting signs as well as fascia signs. Having
in-house production capabilities makes the supply of large bespoke signs possible and
means we can keep control of larger projects.

When working in and around a shopping centre we need to adhere to safe working
practices, providing risk assessments and when required only working when there are
no members of the public nearby. We sometimes need to work at height and have
trained and qualified fitters capable of doing so.
As Tim Maloney the Centre manager says, “I would like to take this opportunity to say
thank you to Jerry and the crew at Signs Now for all the help and advice over the years
during our refurbishments and re-branding work. We have used you for a number of
years now and have always received a first class service with a prompt response and
fast turnaround”.

